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project(s) & stage(s)

bachelorproject (completed)
• 2009: JV Buisman – Social Networks and their Multimedia Application

• 2009: Jason Heymans – Data driven Ximpel interactive video

• 2009: Bram Voortman – serious games

• 2010: KW Cheng – Casual Gaming

master projects (completed)
• 2009 [mCS/MM]: Teunis van Wijngaarden – Ajax for Content Management [Zeljko

Obrenovic]

• 2009 [mCS/MM]: Milan Slancik – Advanced floor plan designer [Evert Wattel]

• 2010 [mCS/MM]: Tom Bestebreurtje – Creating recognisable human 3D avatars
(MIMICME), [Zsofia Ruttkay]

• 2010 [mCS/MM]: Stefan van de Kaa – Adobe Flex / Zend for Content Management
[Rahul Premraj]

• 2010 [mCS/MM]: Peter Gels – Towards Standardization in Communication to
Online Fitness (VirtuaGym) [Michel Klein]

• 2010 [mCS/MM]: Peter Peerdeman (cum laude) – Intelligent Tutoring in Educa-
tional Games (Mijn Naam Is Haas), [Michel Klein]

• 2010 [mCS/MM]: Timen Olthof (cum laude) – Dynamic Visuals in Creative Learn-
ing (Mijn Naam Is Haas), [Zeljko Obrenovic]

master projects (current)
• 2011 [mCS/MM]: Frank Neezen – Augemented Reality, putting the the E in E-

Tribalism, [Anton Feenstra]

• 2011 [mCS/MM]: Mike Hergaarden – Collaborative game development, [Michiel
Hildebrand]

• 2011 [mCS/MM]: Edwin Razab-Sekh – Tikkit: Serious online museum games for
children, [Lora Aroyo?]

• 2011 [mCS/MM]: Giorgos Papadopoulos – Physics in a dynamically created game
environment, [Lora Aroyo]

• 2011 [mCS/MM]: Jason Heymans – Advanced Database Integration in Interactive
video, [Michiel Hildebrand]

• 2011 [mCS/MM]: Celestyna Banaszak – Serious Games in Interactive Media,
[Michiel Hildebrand / Aniel Bhulai]

feedback van student(en):

project interactive multimedia 2009/10: Alex Rietveld

inhoud: Heel interessant. Persoonlijk heb ik het gevoel dat ik echt wat heb

geleerd wat ook later van toepassing kan zijn, in tegenstelling tot sommige

andere vakken...
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project(s) & stage(s): Timen Olthof

supervision: During my entire master programme in Computer Science at
the VU, including my internship at Mijn naam is Haas, the supervision by
professor Anton Eliëns has been excellent. Our many talks, discussions and
brainstorms have helped me enormously in completing my specialization in
Multimedia. Comments and remarks were always relevant, to the point,
creative and professional. The personal guidance and mentoring I received
has made me a better computer scientist and a more all-round person.

remarks: My master project has been a great finale to an equally great

master programme in computer science, during which I got the chance to

learn many skills, collect invaluable experience and work together with and

under supervision of great people on innovative projects and technologies.

project(s) & stage(s): Peter Peerdeman

supervision: Anton has always been able to challenge me academically,
give thorough valuable feedback on my work and motivate me as a scientist.
I think these are the most important aspects of being a supervisor.

remarks: Anton Eliëns has really been a great support and motivator

during both my bachelor and master study. By challenging students with

creative inspirational challenges, Anton knows how to stimulate passionate

students into creating their own projects, exploring new technology and

offering them a lot of freedom in their academic career to develop themselves

as creative scientists.


